THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

FOR USING

INSTRUCTIONS

REVILIO RIBBONS

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY

Chicago's Highest Authority for Quality

Revilio Ribbon

Each $1.00

For colors, $0.90 per doz., $5.00 per roll, and

Sizes, Revilio Ribbon, any color or combination.

Order direct to us.

When your Ribbon is worn out, may order a

new one at a

Revilio Ribbon that has been

best results. Use the Revilio Ribbon, as they are made. To get the

materials from which they are made, to get the

experience in the manufacture and use of the

Revilio Ribbon are the result of many years.

With Revilio Ribbon, you can

best and most efficient work, and keep your typewriters

We are the largest users who desire to get the

and typewriters made under our direct

Revilio Ribbon are shipped from our

Factory is equipped with a Revilio Ribbon.

Every new Oliver Typewriter shipped from our
Illustrated Catalog
On Application

When Writing About Your

Typewriter

Always refer to it by its
Factory Number

This number is found on the nickel-
plated rod at back of carriage.
Inserting Page

The current page number is one higher, indicating the need for a new page in the document.

Printing Margins and Spacing

The page setup includes standard margins and spacing, ensuring a consistent layout throughout the document.

Citation

The reference page includes standard citation styles, indicating the use of proper attribution in the document.

Instructions for Using

The instructions page provides guidelines for the reader, ensuring a clear understanding of the document's purpose and usage.

The Office Reporter

The office reporter is a standard format, providing a professional and organized presentation of the document.
To instruct for using the Model 9 Overlapper

**Model II Supplement**

**Ribbon Movement.** The ribbon travels from right to left over the Model II Overlap.

**Ribbon Replacement.** When the Overlap is engaged, ribbon remnants may be present in the overlap. Remove any remnants by prying the overlap open with a pointed instrument. Replace the ribbon and close the overlap.

**Movement.** When moving to the next line, the Overlap must be moved first. The Overlap is moved by lifting up the overlap and sliding it to the side of the platen.

**Replacing Overlap.** To replace the Overlap, first remove the ribbon box cover. Then, remove the Overlap from the platen. Replace the Overlap and ribbons.

**Platen Replacement.** When replacing the platen, take care not to damage the platen or overlap. Replace the platen and close the Overlap.

**Ribbon Box Cover Replacement.** Replace the ribbon box cover and close the Overlap.

**Ribbon Box Cover Replacement.** Replace the ribbon box cover and close the Overlap.